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smART is an exemplary project unique to Glebe which incorporates 
science and math learning with art.  Each grade creates one smART 
project per year and these tend to be large-scale and/or collaborative 
projects.  Here is a glimpse at what students did for this year’s smART 
projects:

Kindergarten: “smART in Process” is a process-based 
project that introduces students to different materials and 
their properties (viscosity).  Kindergarteners painted with 
water, drew with sand and created a class painting using 
unconventional painting techniques (scrub brushes, 
brooms, pouring and throwing paint).



1st Grade: 1st graders learned about time in math this 
year and brought that knowledge to the art room to create 
a book about time.  Discussions about what we all do at 
different times of the day sparked some creative ideas to 
inspire three paintings about times of day that are 
important to each individual student.  The times of day are 
represented in the book by a painting and a corresponding 
clock face.



2nd Grade: Science was the basis of this year’s 2nd 
grade smART project.  Students brought their knowledge 
of metamorphosis of butterflies, frogs and plants to life in a 
movement performance entitled “Move-a-morphosis”.  
Research on IPads was done in the art room, costumes 
made and a unique dance performance created by the 
students was presented to parents and Kindergarteners.  
Students had the privilege to work with professional dace 
instructors from Bowen-McCauley Dance.



3rd Grade:  A basic math premise was the inspiration 
for the 3rd grade project: Pattern.  Students created large-
scale radial patterns from natural materials out doors in 
November.  In pairs, students created all-over repeating 
patterns for our cross-walk design challenge.  The 
“winning” design was painted in the main entrance cross-
walk by students this spring.  3rd graders also created 
linear patterns through printmaking, using African mud 
cloth as inspiration (incorporating their social studies 
learning about Africa).



4th Grade: Mirroring in math is a difficult concept to grasp so 
we challenged students to expand their understanding of mirroring in 
art.  Students created a 9x6 inch painting of geometric shapes. 
Students drew a 1x1 inch grid on the painting as well as a 9x12 inch 
canvas.  Students viewed their painting through a mirror and created 
beautiful acrylic paintings from the refection and the original painting.



5th Grade: Installation art was the basis of this year’s 
smART project.  Students Skyped with the curator at Rice 
Gallery at Rice University, asking valuable questions about 
the challenges of installation art.  4 projects were created 
and shown in our own “Glebe Art Space” throughout the 
course of the year. Although these projects didn’t 
correspond directly to classroom studies, math was 
prominent in the creation and installation of each piece.  
Students will benefit for years to come from the learning 
by doing, trial and error, and collaboration they 
experienced while creating these projects.



We would like to thank the PTA for their generous support of smART! 
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